A controlled phantom study of a noise equalization algorithm for detecting microcalcifications in digital mammograms.
We report on some extensions and further developments of a well-known microcalcification detection algorithm based on adaptive noise equalization. Tissue equivalent phantom images with and without labeled microcalcifications were subjected to this algorithm, and analyses of results revealed some shortcomings in the approach. Particularly, it was observed that the method of estimating the width of distributions in the feature space was based on assumptions which resulted in the loss of similarity preservation characteristics. A modification involving a change of estimator statistic was made, and the modified approach was tested on the same phantom images. Other modifications for improving detectability such as downsampling and use of alternate local contrast filters were also tested. The results indicate that these modifications yield improvements in detectability, while extending the generality of the approach. Extensions to real mammograms and further directions of research are discussed.